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Abstract
Metallic foams are among the most promising class of materials due to their unique
mechanical properties combining low mass with high stiffness, excellent energy
absorption, and vibroacoustic damping. Consequently, noise control using
methodically engineered metallic foams has received increased attention from both
industrial and scientific community. Accordingly, this paper aims to present the
mechanism of sound absorption along with the experimental and theoretical
procedure that can be used to classify metallic foams. Additionally, the influence of
design parameters on the resulting sound absorption coefficient of closed and opencell metallic foams are explored. While aluminium foams used to dominate the
literature when it comes to acoustics, recent studies have reported Nickel-Inconel
superalloy and Copper foams as having superior sound absorption coefficients.
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1. Introduction
Lightweight structures that combine high structural stiffness, energy absorption [1-3] and
acoustic performance [4-8] are of interest to automotive, aerospace and the construction sectors.
Automotive floor panels [9] and aerospace bulkheads [10] are examples of mechanical structures
where the secondary function extends to providing adequate acoustic comfort. Consequently,
metallic foam materials are investigated as a potential contender in this aspect due to their
favourable mechanical and vibroacoustic properties [11]. Commercially available metallic foam
materials such as the ones shown in Figure 1 are known to have low mass and high stiffness
properties [12,13]. Furthermore, the porous structure featured by these foams have been found
to exhibit enhanced acoustic absorption, higher damping, and eigenmode frequencies compared
to their solid counterparts [14,15].

1mm

1mm

(b)

(a)

Figure 1. Structure of a typical metallic foam where the material (a) is Nickel and (b) Copper [16].

Acoustic absorption refers to the energy of an incident sound wave that is neither reflected nor
transmitted by the material. Instead, the soundwave is absorbed within the material through
energy conversion as shown in Figure 2. This mechanism of acoustic absorption within the
material can be due to some or all of the following five mechanisms [17]:
i.

Viscous losses.

ii. Thermal-elastic damping.
iii. Resonance within the pore cavities.
iv. Vortex shedding at sharp edges.
v. Direct mechanical damping in the material itself.
Comparing the influence of the above five mechanisms, the contribution of direct mechanical
damping on the acoustic absorption of metallic foams is relatively small due to the high stiffness
exhibited by the metallic struts within the foam. In addition, the influence of vortex shedding is
also negligible in the absence of mean flow [18]. Considering these two aspects, the acoustic
absorption in metallic foams can be primarily attributed to viscous losses, thermal-elastic
damping, and resonance within the pore cavities.
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Figure 2. Acoustic absorption along the cross-section of a porous material.

Out of all different metallic foams studied [19-26], Aluminium (Al) foam has the highest
literature [27-31] relating to acoustic performance due to its application in aerospace and
automotive industries. Studies conducted by Wang et al. [32] and Itoh et al. [33] on close-celled
Al foams showed that the optimum pore size for acoustic absorption is around 0.1 mm. However,
the influence of structural parameters such as the foam thickness, strut width or volumetric open
porosity were not considered.
According to Lu et al. [17,34] the acoustic absorption of metallic foams with partially open pores
increased when the pore size decreased. Furthermore, the peak sound absorption coefficient (𝛼)
of such foams were observed to be 0.8 within a frequency range 0.8 to 2 kHz. On the other hand,
for closed-cell foams, a pore size between 2 and 4 mm was reported most effective. Overall, the

studies showed that 𝛼 was closely linked to the relative density and the type of porosity (open,

semi-open or closed) that the metallic foam featured.

The inconsistency in the use of pore size to characterise the acoustic absorption of metallic foams
lead Han et al. [35] to propose the use of airflow resistance as an alternative criterion.
Accordingly, best sound absorption was at an airflow resistance between 0.04 and 0.045 rayls/m,
independent of the type of porosity. Nevertheless, the use of airflow resistance is still not widely
prevalent with ‘porosity type’ being repeatedly quoted in scientific literature.

2. Measurement of sound absorption in metallic foams
2.1.

Parameters associated acoustic pressure

The sound absorption coefficient (𝛼) is the standard measurement used to characterise a
material’s effectiveness in absorbing acoustic energy. Before introducing the relationships

associated with 𝛼, a certain understanding of related parameters is necessary when it comes to

material acoustics. A sound wave often starts as an acoustic disturbance as a result of vibration
in an elastic medium that can be represented using Eqn. (1):

Where,

𝑣 = 𝑓𝜆

𝑣 is the velocity
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(1)

𝜆 is the wavelength
𝑓 is the frequency

From a human hearing perspective, the frequency range of importance when it comes to acoustics
is from 20 Hz to 20 kHz. The acoustic pressure has an order of 106 in Pascals (Pa), therefore

the standard practice normally adopts a logarithmic scale using decibels (dB). The decibel scale
for Sound Pressure Level (SPL) is defined using Eqn. (2):

𝑃
𝑆𝑃𝐿 = 10 𝑙𝑜𝑔10 ( 𝑟𝑚𝑠 ) = 20 𝑙𝑜𝑔
𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑓
2

Where,

10

𝑃
( 𝑟𝑚𝑠 )
𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑓

(2)

𝑃𝑟𝑚𝑠 is the mean-square sound pressure
𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑓 is the reference pressure

Accordingly, the sound absorption coefficient (𝛼) is the representation of the acoustic energy
that is absorbed after being incident on a material’s surface. 𝛼 at normal incidence is measured

using the impedance tube experimental setup. Despite being widely accepted 𝛼 does not conform
to the definition of ‘material property’ as it varies with material thickness, fixing method and

enclosed cavity (air gap). Considering this, the acoustic performance of a homogenous material
can be more conveniently characterised using the material properties Characteristic impedance
̃ ) [36].
(𝑍 )̃ and Propagation constant (𝑚

The characteristic impedance (𝑍 ̃) is the ratio of acoustic pressure to air particle velocity at the
entrance surface of an acoustic plane perpendicular to the surface. For the propagation constant

(𝑚
̃ ), also known as the complex wave number [37], the real part defines the sound energy
attenuated across the material, whereas the imaginary part measures the sonic velocity.

For metallic foams, it is still challenging to quantify a thickness independent material property
due to the complex nature of the pores. Consequently, in subsequent sections, the sound
absorption of metallic foams is discussed with regards to the pore type, relative density and
geometrical [38,39]. This was the chosen approach to allow readers to make cross reference with
existing literature in the area.

2.2.

Impedance tube experiment

2.2.1. Measurement of Sound absorption coefficient (𝛼)
For metallic foams, the acoustic properties are measured by determining the input impedance
of a specimen using an impedance tube [7,40,41] shown in Figure 3. An acoustic waveform is
generated at one end and the metallic foam placed at the other end of the tube. The end
termination features a movable piston allowing to create an arbitrary air depth at the rear of
the metallic foam if necessary.
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Figure 3. Impedance tube standing wave method to measure the sound absorption coefficient (𝛼).

The sound source is a sine wave played through the loudspeaker initiated by a tone generator
within a frequency range of 10 to 20 kHz. The microphone is then moved within the impedance
tube to obtain the maximum and minimum SPL. The acoustic response recorded by the
microphone is then amplified and analysed through a frequency analyser. The resultant standing
wave pattern in the tube is a result of partial reflection of the sound wave by the metallic foam
[42]. Then the normal incident sound absorption coefficient (𝛼) can then be calculated using
Eqn. (3):

Where,

2
𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥
−
1
⎛ 𝑃𝑚𝑖𝑛
⎞
⎟
𝛼 = 1−⎜
⎜𝑃
⎟
𝑚𝑎𝑥 + 1
⎝ 𝑃𝑚𝑖𝑛
⎠

(3)

𝑃𝑚𝑖𝑛 and 𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥 represents the minimum and maximum SPL of the standing wave.

Accordingly, 𝛼 represents the incident sound energy that is absorbed by the impedance tube
including the metallic foam sample. As long as the absorption of the cavity walls remain minimal,
the measured response can be primarily attributed to the acoustic performance of metallic foam
sample.

2.2.2. Characteristic impedance (𝑍 ̃) and propagation constant (𝑚
̃)
A modification of the test setup from Figure 3 through the addition of a secondary air cavity
[43] is required to measure 𝑍 ̃ and 𝑚
̃ . Consequently, for a metallic foam of thickness 𝐿 and an

̃ can be related
air cavity of depth 𝑑 between the foam and the base of the tube; the 𝑍 ̃ and 𝑚

using Eqn. (4) [40]:

𝑍𝑠̃ = 𝑍 ̃

𝑍𝑟̃ cosh(𝑚
̃ 𝐿) + 𝑍 ̃ sinh(𝑚
̃ 𝐿)
̃
̃
𝑍𝑟 sinh(𝑚
̃ 𝐿) + 𝑍 cosh(𝑚
̃ 𝐿)

(4)

Where, 𝑍𝑠̃ is the surface impedance of the metallic foam at the front and 𝑍𝑟̃ impedance at the
rear. The measurement of 𝑍𝑠̃ can follow a similar procedure to that of 𝛼, 𝑍𝑟̃ of a closed tube

with length 𝑑 are related using Eqn. (5):

𝜔𝑑
𝑍𝑟̃ = −(𝜌0 𝑐0 )𝑖 cot ( )
𝑐0
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(5)

Where,

𝜌0 = 1.2 𝑘𝑔/𝑚3 (density of air)
𝑐0 = 343 𝑚/𝑠 (sonic velocity)

̃ and (𝑚
There are two unknowns here (𝑍 )
̃ ) requiring two independent measurements on the

same specimen. If the measured data is arranged such that, the subscript 1 and 2 denotes depth

𝑑1 and 𝑑2 , then Eqn. (4) and (5) can be deduced to Eqn. (6) and (7):

1

̃ 𝑍𝑠2
̃ (𝑍𝑟1
̃ − 𝑍𝑟2
̃ ) − 𝑍𝑟1
̃ 𝑍𝑟2
̃ (𝑍𝑠1
̃ − 𝑍𝑠2
̃ ) 2
𝑍𝑠1
𝑍̃ = ± {
}
(𝑍 ̃ − 𝑍 ̃ ) − (𝑍 ̃ − 𝑍 ̃ )
𝑟1

and

𝑚
̃ =−

𝑟2

𝑠1

𝑠2

̃ + 𝑍̃
1
𝑍 ̃ − 𝑍 ̃ 𝑍𝑟1
ln ( 𝑠1
)
̃ + 𝑍 ̃ 𝑍𝑟1
̃ − 𝑍̃
2𝐿
𝑍𝑠1

(6)

(7)

After calculating (𝑍 ̃) and (𝑚
̃ ) using Eqn. (6) and (7), the sound absorption coefficient (𝛼) of a
metallic foam of arbitrary thickness and air cavity can be calculated using Eqn. (8):

𝑍 ̃ − 𝜌0 𝑐0
𝛼=1−∣ 𝑠
∣
𝑍𝑠̃ + 𝜌0 𝑐0

2

(8)

3. Mechanism of acoustic absorption in metallic foams
3.1.

Principle of acoustic energy conversion

The mechanism of sound absorption in metallic foams are comparable despite the differences
in mechanical properties of the bulk material. Consequently, the acoustic energy can be
represented using Eqn. (9):

𝐸𝑖 = 𝐸𝑟 + 𝐸𝑎 + 𝐸𝑡

(9)

Where,

𝐸𝑖 , 𝐸𝑟 , 𝐸𝑎 , and 𝐸𝑡 are the incident, reflected, absorbed and transmitted acoustic energy

respectively.

Despite the existence of five broad mechanisms in general acoustic terms as discussed in Section
1, the dissipation of acoustic energy in metallic foams can be primarily classified into three
attenuation mechanisms [44-46] as shown in Figure 4.
The viscous losses happen when the sound pressure pumps fluid (air) in and out of porous foam
cavities. When the longitudinal acoustic waves penetrating the foam pores, the fluid within the
pores get compressed and released, resulting in the consumption of acoustic energy in the process.
In thermal -elastic damping mechanism, the fluid within the foam cavities vibrate and rub
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against the pore walls resulting in acoustic energy being converted into heat energy. In the final
absorption mechanism termed as resonance, energy conversion takes places due to resonance
within the pore cavities of the metallic foam.
Thermal effect

Sound wave

Closed pore
Open pore

Dead-end pore

Solid
Dead-end cluster

Figure 4. Energy absorption mechanism and pore types in metallic foams [44,47].

Accordingly, an acoustically efficient metallic foam for sound absorption must feature a
considerable number of foam cavities that are adequately sized, interconnected and extended
throughout the material thickness. A representative example of the type of porosity that
contribute to the three aspect of acoustic energy loss can be identified from Figure 4.

3.2.

Prediction of acoustic absorption in metallic foams

Oliva and Hongisto [48] carried out a review of the accuracy of the acoustic absorption
prediction models for porous materials. Among which two approaches can be adopted to develop
prediction models for the acoustic absorption of metallic foams. The first approach is following
the Delany and Bazley (DBZ) [49] model where the solution is obtained through curve fitting of
experimental data.
The DBZ model is often considered for its simplicity as it calls for only one parameter known as
the flow resistivity (𝜎 ) that required to be experimentally measured. The DBZ model in its most

fundamental form to predict the characteristic impedance and propagation constant can be
expressed using Eqn. (10) and (11) respectively:

𝑍 ̃ = 𝜌0 𝑐0 [1 + 0.0571 (
𝑚
̃=
Where,

𝜌0 𝑓 −0.754
𝜌 𝑓 −0.732
)
− 𝑗0.087 ( 0 )
]
𝜎
𝜎

𝜔
𝜌 𝑓 −0.7
𝜌 𝑓 −0.595
[1 + 0.0978 ( 0 )
− 𝑗0.189 ( 0 )
]
𝑐0
𝜎
𝜎

𝜎 is the flow resistivity.
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(10)

(11)

𝜔 = 2𝜋𝑓 is the angular frequency.
𝑓 is the acoustic frequency.

Using Eqn. (10) and (11), the surface impedance to predict the sound absorption coefficient can
be expressed using Eqn. (12):

𝑍𝑠̃ = 𝑍 ̃ coth(𝑖𝑚
̃ 𝐿)

Where,

(12)

𝐿 is the thickness of the metallic foam.

The limitation of the DBZ model is that its accuracy is restricted to a range of 0.01 < 𝑓 /𝜎 <

1.00. However, notable modifications to this model made by Miki [50] and Komatsu [51] are

worth exploring in this aspect. The latest (2018) application of the DBZ model to predict 𝛼 for

metallic foam can be found in the works of Zhai et al. [52] where a reasonable fit with
experimental data is reported.

One of the fundamental aspects that is worth considering in DBZ model is the neglection of the
thermal effects. To this regard, other models evolved considering the geometry of the pores as a
structural frame and the air inside the cavities as fluid. This approach is suitable in the case of
metallic foams due to the high stiffness variance that exists between the metallic links (solid)
and the adjacent fluid (air). Consequently, these models can consider both the viscous and
thermal effects within the metallic foams. Nevertheless, the requirement for a ‘correction factor’
has been reported when it comes to the overall accuracy of 𝛼 in metallic foams predicted using

these models [53]. Furthermore, the number of parameters that are required in these models are
higher [54] as shown in Figure 5, when compared to the single parameter (𝜎 ) featured in the

DBZ model.

One such model that can be adopted to predict the acoustic performance of metallic foams is
the Johnson-Champoux-Allard (JCA) model [55]. In addition to flow resistivity (𝜎 ) proposed

by DBZ, JCA requires four new parameters, namely; open porosity (𝜙), tortuosity (𝛼∞ ), viscous

characteristic length (𝛬) and the thermal characteristic length 𝛬′ .

Using these new parameters; for a metallic foam with a rigid frame and arbitrary pore geometry,
the viscous effect can be represented using the ‘effective complex density’ (𝜌𝑒 ) and the thermal
effect using the ‘dynamic bulk modulus’ (𝐾𝑒 ) as shown in Eqn. (13) and (14) respectively:

𝜌𝑒 (𝜔) =

𝛼∞ 𝜌0
𝜎𝜙
4𝑖𝛼∞ 2 𝜂𝜌0 𝜔
√1 +
(1 +
)
𝜙
𝑖𝜔𝜌0 𝛼∞
𝜎2 𝛬2 𝜙2
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(13)

−1

𝑖𝜌 𝜔𝑁 𝛬′ ⎞ ⎞
𝛾𝑃
8𝜂
√1 + 0 𝑝𝑟
𝐾𝑒 (𝜔) = 0 ⎛
⎜𝛾 − (𝛾 − 1) ⎛
⎜1 +
⎟ ⎟
𝜙
16𝜂
𝑖𝛬′ 2 𝑁𝑝𝑟 𝜔𝜌0
⎝
⎠ ⎠
⎝
2

−1

(14)

Where,

𝜂 is the viscosity of air.

𝛾 is the ratio of the specific heat capacity.
𝑁𝑝𝑟 is the Prandtl number.

𝑃0 is the atmospheric pressure.
Consequently, the characteristic impedance and the propagation constant along with the
corresponding surface impedance is determined using Eqn. (15) and (16):

𝑍 ̃ = √𝐾𝑒 (𝜔) ∙ 𝜌𝑒 (𝜔)

(15)

𝜌
𝑚
̃ = 𝜔√ 𝑒
𝐾𝑒

Slanted
Straight

cylindrical
pores

(16)
Nonuniform
pores with
possible
constriction

Nonuniform
pore
geometry

Pore classification
in metallic foams
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𝜙𝜎
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Attenborough
𝜙 𝜎 𝛼∞ 𝑏
JohsonChampous-Allard
𝜙 𝑞0 Λ Λ′ 𝛼∞

Johson-Champous-Allard-Lafarge
𝜙 𝑞0 𝑞0 ′ Λ Λ′ 𝛼∞

8

4-6
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JohsonChampousAllard-Lafarge
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𝛼0 𝛼0 ′

Figure 5. Classification of acoustic prediction models for metallic foams based on the number of
parameters [32,44].

Further evolution of the JCA model is the Johnson-Champoux-Allard-Lafarge (JCAL), and
Johnson-Champoux-Allard-Pride-Lafarge (JCAPL) models [56]. However, these models bring
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additional parameters as shown in Figure 5; which are challenging to be experimentally or
analytically evaluated. Therefore, the DBZ or JCA models generally feature correction factors
when it comes to predicting the sound absorption coefficient of metallic foams with complex
geometry and boundary conditions. In addition to the models presented in Figure 5, further
models utilising the principle of relaxation processes [57] such as the one proposed by Wilson et

al. [58] are also available.

4. Sound absorption coefficient of metallic foams
4.1.

Closed-cell Aluminium foam

Aluminium (Al) foams are the most widely studied metallic foam when it comes to acoustic
absorption due to their high structural strength in comparison to mass [59,60]. Al foams can be
generally classified into open and closed-cell according to pore interconnectivity [61]. Closed-cell
Al foams [62] are usually favoured for their Sound Reduction Index (R) [63,64] rather than
absorption due to their lightweight properties.
The typical structure of a closed-cell commercially available Al foam is shown in Figure 6. It
was first developed by Miyoshi et al. [65] where the manufacturing process involved a batch
casting with 1.5 wt.% Calcium (Ca) used as the thickening agent. Lu et al. [17] carried out
experiments on the sound absorption coefficient of Al foam under variable foam thickness (𝑡𝑓𝑜𝑎𝑚 )

and relative density (𝜌𝑟 ). The study was conducted for a frequency range of 200 to 1800 Hz,
where the relative density of the foam was represented using Eqn. (17):

𝜌𝑟 =
Where,

𝜌𝑓𝑜𝑎𝑚
𝜌𝑏𝑢𝑙𝑘

(17)

𝜌𝑓𝑜𝑎𝑚 and 𝜌𝑏𝑢𝑙𝑘 is the density of foam and the bulk material respectively.

5 mm

Figure 6. Typical structure of a closed-cell aluminium foam [66].

For closed-cell Al foams, the sound absorption coefficient seems to increase with the decrease in

relative density as shown in Figure 7. However, a minimum difference in 𝛼 was observed above
800 Hz between foam of relative densities of 0.09 and 0.13. Furthermore, between a frequency
range of 200 to 800 Hz, the influence of relative density on 𝛼 is minimal.
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Figure 7. Effect of relative density on the sound absorption coefficient of commercially available
aluminium foam of thickness 10 mm [17].

Sound absorption for cast Al foams with a relative density 0.09 for various foam thicknesses are
shown in Figure 8. Evaluating the results, it is evident that there is an optimum thickness where

𝛼 is maximised at low frequencies (400-1200 Hz). For a relative density of 0.09, the optimum
foam thickness that is most effective at low frequency is between 10 and 20 mm [17].
Nevertheless, it is worth noting that even at an optimum foam thickness, the maximum
absorption is limited to 0.6 (rounded). While the lowest absorption was exhibited by the smallest
thickness at low frequencies (200-1000 Hz); the highest thickness showed the worse performance
between 1200 and 1800 Hz.
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Figure 8. Effect of foam thickness on the sound absorption coefficient of commercially available
aluminium foam at a relative density of 0.09 [17].
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Figure 9. Comparison of sound absorption coefficient between a 50 mm glass wool and best-performing
aluminium foam of thickness 20 mm and relative density 0.09 [17].

The reduction in acoustic pressure level due to 𝛼 in (dB) can be expressed using Eqn. (18):

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 (𝑑𝐵) = 10 log10 (1 − 𝛼)

(18)

Consequently, an absorption coefficient of 0.5 gives a sound reduction of 3 dB. Comparing 𝛼 of
the best performing closed-cell Al foam with a traditional sound absorber (50 mm glass wool) as

shown in Figure 9, glass wool outperforms Al foam where it presents higher 𝛼 for the whole

frequency range. It is interesting to note that the glass wool offers an 𝛼 of 1 at high frequencies

meaning that it can fully absorb the acoustic wave. On the other hand, closed-cell Al foam
absorbs some sound requiring further parametric optimisation to make it an effective acoustic
absorber. This is despite literature [65,66], calling for sound absorption as one of the primary
functions of closed-cell Al foam.

4.2.

Open-cell Aluminium alloy foam

Open-cell Al foams with the typical structure shown in Figure 10 are considered potential
future material to reduce noise pollution [24,67,68]. Consequently, there is growing literature on
the acoustic performance of open-cell Al foams featuring different design considerations [61,69].
Studies by Wang et al. [67] on Al honeycomb structures revealed an optimal pore size (𝐷𝜙 ) of
0.1 mm for maximum sound absorption. While conclusions made by Lu et al. [24] suggested that

𝛼 increased with decreasing 𝐷𝜙 .
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5 mm

Figure 10. Typical structure of an open-cell aluminium foam [70].

Al foams with pore sizes of 0.5 to 3.5 mm were studied by Han et al. [68] and found that small
pore size while large foam thickness is advantageous for sound absorption. Furthermore, the
inclusion of an air gap between the sample and backplate was also suggested as a potential
strategy to improve the sound absorption in open-cell metallic foams.
A typical open-cell Al foam made of commercial aluminium have alloying elements as shown in
Table 1. In addition, soluble NaCl (sodium chloride) particles are used as fabricating element to
create open porosity. Once the casting process is complete, the NaCl particles are removed to
obtain the porous foam with a representative structure as shown in Figure 10. The porosity of
the resulting foam depends on the particle size of NaCl. The samples can then be machined to
the required size depending upon the application.
Table 1. Chemical composition of a typical open-cell aluminium alloy foam.
Al

Si

Cu

Mg

Mn

Ti

Bal.

8.0–10.0

1.3–1.8

0.4–0.6

0.10–0.35

0.10–0.35

Ke et al. [71] performed acoustic measurements of open-cell Al alloy foams on its own in addition
to introducing an airgap at the rear of the sample. For each of these cases, samples were tested
at a pore diameter (𝐷𝜙 ) of 0.8, 1.4 and 2.2 mm under a constant 20 mm foam thickness.

From Figure 11, it is evident that when pore size increased, 𝛼 decreased at high frequency and
increased at low frequency. Furthermore, open-cell Al foam seem to have peaks of high sound
absorption at high frequency (≥1000 Hz) while the frequency band remained narrow. Comparing
the acoustic performance of open versus closed-cell Al foam; low frequency sound absorption is
similar at around 0.6. However, the high frequency acoustic absorption improved with the
introduction of open-cell pore structure.
The low-frequency sound absorption performance of open-cell Al foam seems to improve with
the addition of an air gap. Figure 12 shows the acoustic absorption of open-cell Al foam at three
different pore sizes featuring a rear airgap of 30 mm. In comparison, the best performance was
for the foam with the lowest pore size and worst for the highest. However, an increase in the
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half-width of the absorption peak was observed, which is similar to that of a traditional sound
absorber.
1
Sound Absorption Coefficient (α)

0.8 mm
1.4 mm
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0
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Figure 11. Influence of pore size on the sound absorption of open-cell aluminium foam featuring
uniform porosity with a foam thickness of 20 mm [71].
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Figure 12. Influence of pore size on the sound absorption of open-cell aluminium foam featuring
uniform porosity with a foam thickness of 20 mm with a rear airgap of 30 mm [71].

Overall, for open-cell Al foams, small pore size is beneficial for sound absorption at high
frequencies. However, at low frequencies, the addition or air cavity is necessary to make the
performance comparable to an effective sound absorber. Nevertheless, improvements are still
needed as the acoustic absorption is lower than non-metallic absorbers such as glass wool. The
widening of the half-width of the 𝛼 peak in the presence of a rear cavity shows that it is a

beneficial considerations on the design of open-cell metallic foam absorbers. In addition, recent
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literature [71] shows that modifications such as porosity grading may lead to improve 𝛼 for open-

cell Al metallic foams.

4.3.

Open-cell Nickel-Inconel 625 superalloy foam

Even though, Al foams are the highest investigated due to its wide applicability, other foams
such as nickel alloys are also being experimented for its sound absorption capacity. Ni-based
Inconel 625 superalloy (IN625) with typical chemical composition as shown in Table 2 are known
for their high temperature and corrosion resistance in comparison to traditional Al foams [72].
Table 2. Chemical composition of a typical IN625 superalloy.
Ni

Fe

C

Cr

Mo

Al

Ti

Nb

Bal.

≤5

≤0.1

22

9

≤0.4

≤0.4

3.5

1 cm

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 13. Typical structure of IN625 open-cell foam featuring (a) A (𝜙 = 98%), (b) B (𝜙 = 96.5%)
and (c) C (𝜙 = 94.2%) [73].

Sound absorption of open cell IN625 foams exposed to high-frequency noise was carried out by
Wei et al. [73]. Open-cell IN625 foam with variable porosity can be manufactured using the
template replication method. Acoustic performance of IN625 foams with a typical structure
shown Figure 13 are available in the literature [74,75] with associated parameters as shown in
Table 3.
Table 3. Parameters of the IN625 test samples.
Type

Porosity (𝝓) %

Relative density (𝝆𝒓 )

Thickness (𝒕𝒇𝒐𝒂𝒎 ) mm

A25 and A50
B25 and B50
C25 and A50

98
96.5
94.2

2.0
3.5
5.8

25 and 50
25 and 50
25 and 50

Figure 14 shows the sound absorption of a 25 mm thick open-cell IN625 metallic foam with
associated porosity as shown in Table 3. The overall trend in the sound absorption of IN625
foam A25, B25 and C25 are similar with a gradual increase in 𝛼 with a gradual decrease in
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porosity. While 𝛼 of B25 were higher in comparison to A25, the overall 𝛼 is below 0.65, which

is not representative of a good sound absorber. However, the high frequency performance of C25

exhibited 𝛼 close to 0.7 which shows potential to be used as a sound absorber. Nevertheless, the
width (frequency range where 𝛼 is within ±5%) of the absorption curve is superior to that of Al
and is highly representative of a good absorber.
1
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Figure 14. Influence of porosity on the sound absorption of open-cell IN625 foam with a foam thickness
of 25 mm [73].
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Figure 15. Influence of porosity on the sound absorption of open cell IN625 foam featuring with a
thickness of 50 mm [73].

Additionally, the results showed that a lower porosity can lead to a higher sound absorption
coefficient at high frequencies for open-cell design. When the thickness was doubled from 25 mm

to 50 mm (A50, B50, and C50); 𝛼 exhibited (Figure 15) a similar trend with the lowest porosity

resulting in the highest absorption. Again, the absorption of the best performing sample C25 is
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comparable to traditional sound absorbing materials such as glass wool. Consequently ,IN625
foam with a porosity of 94.2% and a thickness of 50 mm can be considered a good high frequency
(1000-6000 Hz) broadband sound absorber. However, the literature on the frequency performance
of IN625 foams is not existent; low frequency acoustic absorption (<1000 Hz) is often considered
most challenging when it comes to the design of broadband sound absorbers.

4.4.

Open-cell Copper foam

Open-cell copper (Cu) foam with a typical structure shown in Figure 16 is also being
experimented as a potential sound absorbing material. The application of open-cell Cu foam is
targeted at the noise control of large-scale equipment, such as high-powered fan, jet propulsion
systems, internal-combustion engine, and heavy gas turbines [53]. This is due to the key
advantages of Cu foams such as of high strength, good permeability, excellent fire resistance,
easy processability, and long service life [25,76,77].

1 mm

Figure 16. Typical structure of an open-cell copper foam [53].
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Figure 17. Influence of foam thickness on the sound absorption coefficient of open-cell copper foams
[53].
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Yang et al. [53] studied the acoustic performance of open-cell Cu foam under various foam
thickness and rear airgap. It was found that when the thickness of an open-cell Cu foam
increased, the sound absorption at medium frequency range (800-4000 Hz) increased as shown
in Figure 17. However, at low (≤ 800 Hz) and high (≥4000 Hz) frequencies no significant

difference was observed. Nevertheless, it can be seen that open-cell Cu foam have a good overall
𝛼 considering the foam thickness.

Figure 18 shows that the acoustic absorption performance of an open-cell Cu foam featuring a
rear airgap (𝑡𝑐𝑎𝑣𝑖𝑡𝑦 ) in addition to the foam thickness. Evaluating the performance, the overall

trend in the sound absorption shows that increasing in the foam thickness is more effective in
comparison to increasing the cavity thickness.
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Figure 18. Influence of combined material and cavity thickness on the sound absorption of open-cell
copper foams [53].

For example, a foam thickness of 25 mm coupled with a 5 mm air cavity delivers a superior 𝛼

when compared to the sample featuring 20 mm material and 10 mm cavity. Even though the
global specimen width (30 mm) is constant in both cases, the design featuring a higher foam
thickness is superior when it comes to acoustic absorption. Nevertheless, featuring an air cavity
thickness provides a valuable improvement in 𝛼 over a design that feature no cavity given a

constant material thickness.

Overall, the results showed that open-cell Cu copper foam can be considered good high-frequency
sound absorber particularly when designed with a rear air cavity. The acoustic absorption peak
along with the peak width performance at high frequency can be compared to traditional sound
absorbers such as glass wool. However, further parametric investigation and optimisation are
necessary to make Cu foams good absorbers at low to medium frequency (<2000 Hz).
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5. Conclusion
Considerable efforts are found in the literature regarding the development of both open and
closed-cell metallic foams for broadband acoustic absorption with key application and acoustic
advantages as shown in Table 3. Consequently, the experimental technique that can be used to
characterise the sound absorption coefficient of metallic foams with an arbitrary thickness is
presented. Further to this, the description of the sound absorption mechanisms in metallic foams
are discussed with suitable prediction models identified and their associated parameters
classified. In continuity, recent developments in metallic foams containing open and closed pores
are reviewed with their acoustic absorption compared.
Compared to traditional sound absorbers, metallic foams possess structural and thermal
advantage in addition to providing broadband sound absorption. However, the sound absorption
in metallic foams was found to depend on numerous parameter. Closed-cell Aluminium foams
possess relatively low sound absorption in comparison to its open-cell counterpart. Overall, the
sound absorption of open-cell Nickel-Inconel superalloy and Copper foams seems to be the most
promising when it comes to medium and high-frequency performance. When considering low
frequency (<1000Hz), the performance of most metallic foams seems to be inferior. However, it
is acknowledged that there is a significant gap in the literature regarding the low-frequency
acoustic performance of non-aluminium metallic foams.
The addition of a rear air cavity seems to be an approach pursued by many researchers to
enhance the broadband sound absorption. While the influence of this approach on the amplitude
of the sound absorption peaks were limited (≤0.2), it aided in widening the frequency range of
the sound absorption peaks. Consequently, it is recommended that a rear air cavity strategy be
considered in the overall design of acoustic metallic foams. Nevertheless, the significance of cavity

thickness in comparison to foam thickness on 𝛼 was much smaller. This means that for a constant

global thickness, a full foam thickness will be superior in comparison to ‘foam plus cavity’ when

it comes to sound absorption. Overall, an increase in foam thickness seems to positively influence
the sound absorption coefficient of open-cell metallic foams.
Regarding prediction models, the ones featuring four or more parameters seems to consider both
the viscous and thermal effects within metallic foams. However, the accuracy of 𝛼 required

further correction factors to be considered for a reasonable fit with experimental data. The
complexity associated with evaluating the complex parameters associated with these models also
prevent them from acting as design guidelines. To this extent curve fitting models such as the
Delany and Bazley still seems to be popular due to its parametric simplicity.
Despite the recent advances in the development of sound absorbing metallic foams, mass
fabrication of metallic foams with controllable open pore architecture is still a challenging
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problem. Furthermore, while literature on the sound absorption of metallic foams is growing,
data on other important parameters like the Sound Reduction Index or Transmission Loss are
scarce.
Table 3. Application and acoustic advantages of Aluminium, Nickel-Inconel and Copper foams.
Closed Cell Al

Open Cell Al

Open cell NI625
Open cell Cu
Application
Wide-ranging structural
Open cell Al foam is non- NI625 foams have high
Open cell Cu foams are
application due to
homogenous resulting in
corrosion resistance
preferred for acoustic
proven mechanical
a lower than ideal
compared to other
absorption in highperformance and
repeatability in terms of
metallic foams in
powered fan, air-jet
machinability: Used
acoustic performance.
addition to high tensile
propulsion system,
extensively in
Nevertheless, they are
and creep strength.
internal-combustion
Automotive, Aerospace
the most widely used
Sound absorption of
engine and heavy gas
and Building application
sound absorbing metallic
NI625 foams is a latest
turbine, due to their high
for light-weighting,
foam in Automotive,
development and their
strength, good
vibration damping,
Aerospace and Building
application is primarily
permeability, excellent
energy absorption, and
application.
focused on the Aerospace fire resistance and high
sound insulation.
industry.
heat transfer rates.
Acoustic Performance
Good for acoustic
Sound absorption for
Sound absorption for
Sound absorption for
insulation, but poor for
open cell Al foams are
open cell Cu foams are
open cell NI625 foams
sound absorption. Closed comparatively better
good in the frequency
are excellent in the
nature of the cells
than closed cell Al.
frequency range of 1 to 6 range of 2 to 6 kHz
prevents sound from
However, Peak
kHz (≥0.8) at a foam
(≥0.7) at a foam
interacting with internal
absorption occurs at a
thickness of 50 mm. Peak thickness of 30 mm. Peak
pores. While this is good
narrow frequency band
absorption occurs over a
absorption occurs over a
for sound isolation, the
resulting in a low half
relatively wide frequency
wide frequency resulting
resulting sound
peak width performance.
band.
in broadband sound
absorption is weak.
absorption.
Environment
Suitable for sound
Suitable for sound
Suitable for sound
Suitable for sound
insulation (not
absorption in low to
absorption in highabsorption in highabsorption) in low to
moderate temperature
temperature application
temperature application
moderate temperature
application where high
where low thermal
where high thermal
application, where high
thermal dissipation
dissipation (≤9.8
dissipation (≤360
thermal dissipation
(≤235 W/m·K) is
W/m·K) and high
W/m·K). is required.
(≤235 W/m·K) is
required.
thermal resistance is
required.
required.
Strategies for improving sound absorption coefficient
Opening the pore
structure through
The use of rear airgap can increase both the absorption peak and half peak width
compression, drilling,
in open-cell metallic foams.
milling or sandblasting.
Manufacturing
Manufactured through
Open cell foams are manufactured through casting, powder metallurgy or additive
gas bubbling or direct
manufacturing. In the powder method, space holders are used for the required
mixing of foaming agent
pore geometry. When it comes to casting, a polyurethane skeleton is the widely
into the molten metal.
applied choice. Additively manufactured open cell foams generally use the Direct
The process is relatively
Metal Laser Sintering (DMLS) method.
easy and economical.
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